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thumb and fingers, the cheese tends
toward mealiness.

(17) Slitty. Narrow, elongated slits
generally associated with a cheese that
is gassy or yeasty. Sometimes referred to
as ‘‘fish-eyes.’’

(18) Sweet holes. Spherical gas holes
which are glossy in appearance and
usually about the size of BB shots.
These gas holes are sometimes referred
to as ‘‘shot holes.’’

(19) Weak. The cheese plug is soft but
is not necessarily sticky like a pasty
cheese and requires little pressure to
crush.

(d) With respect to color:
(1) Very slight. Detected only upon

very critical examination and present
only to a minute degree.

(2) Slight. Barely identifiable and
present only to a small degree.

(3) Acid-cut. A bleached or faded
color which sometimes varies
throughout the cheese and appears most
often around mechanical openings.

(4) Bleached surface. A faded color
beginning at the surface and progressing
inward.

(5) Dull or faded. A color condition
lacking in luster or translucency.

(6) Mottled. Irregular shaped spots or
blotches in which portions are light
colored and others are of higher color.
Also an unevenness of color due to
combining the curd from two different
vats, sometimes referred to as ‘‘mixed
curd.’’

(7) Salt spots. Large light colored
spots or areas.

(8) Seamy. White thread-like lines
that form when the curd is not properly
matted or fused.

(9) Unnatural. Deep orange or reddish
color.

(10) Uncolored. Absence of added
coloring.

(11) Wavy. Unevenness of color which
appears as layers or waves.

(e) With respect to finish and
appearance:

(1) Very slight. Detected only upon
very critical examination and present to
a minute degree.

(2) Slight. Barely identifiable and
present to a small degree.

(3) Definite. Readily identifiable and
present to a substantial degree.

(4) Adequately and securely
enveloped. The wrapper or covering is
properly sealed and entirely encloses
the cheese with sufficient adherence to
the surface of the cheese to protect it
from contamination or dehydration.

(5) Bandage. Cheese cloth used to
wrap cheese prior to dipping in paraffin.

(6) Bandage evenly placed. Placement
of the bandage so that it completely
envelops the cheese and overlaps evenly
about one inch.

(7) Bright surface. Clean, glossy
surface.

(8) Burst or torn bandage. A severance
of the bandage usually occurring at the
side seam; or when the bandage is
otherwise snagged or broken.

(9) Checked rind. Numerous small
cracks or breaks in the rind which
sometimes follows the outline of curd
particles.

(10) Defective coating. A brittle
coating of paraffin that breaks and peels
off in the form of scales or flakes; flat
or raised blisters or bubbles under the
surface of the paraffin; checked paraffin,
including cracks, breaks or hairline
checks in the paraffin or coating of the
cheese.

(11) Firm sound rind. A rind
possessing a firmness and thickness (not
easily dented or damaged) consistent
with the size of the cheese and which
is dry, smooth, and closely knit,
sufficient to protect the interior quality
from external defects; free from checks,
cracks, breaks, or soft spots.

(12) High edge. A rim or ridge on the
side of the cheese.

(13) Huffed. A block of cheese which
is swollen because of gas fermentation.
The cheese becomes rounded or oval in
shape instead of having flat surfaces.

(14) Irregular press cloth. Press cloth
improperly placed in the hoop resulting
in too much press cloth on one end and
insufficient on the other causing
overlapping; wrinkled and loose fitting.

(15) Lopsided. One side of the cheese
is higher than the other side.

(16) Mold under bandage and
paraffin. Mold spots or areas under the
paraffin.

(17) Mold under wrapper or covering.
Mold spots or areas under the wrapper
or covering.

(18) Rind rot. Soft spots on the rind
that have become discolored and are
decayed or decomposed.

(19) Rough surface. Lacks
smoothness.

(20) Smooth surface. Not rough or
uneven.

(21) Soft spots. Areas soft to the touch
and which are usually faded and moist.

(22) Soiled surface. Milkstone, rust
spots, or other discoloration on the
surface of the cheese.

(23) Sour rind. A fermented rind
condition, usually confined to the faces
of the cheese.

(24) Surface mold. Mold on the
exterior of the paraffin or wrapper.

(25) Wax or paraffin that adheres
firmly to the surface of the cheese. A
coating with no cracks, breaks, or loose
areas.

(26) Weak rind. A thin rind which
possesses little or no resistance to
pressure.
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